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Welcome to our ‘Summer’ edition of The Contactor,
yes, we know it’s Autumn but this has been a difficult
year for all of us and has left us with little to report on for
so long that we have held back on the production of this
issue until there was news to report and be a worthwhile
publication for our readers.
As the last issue arrived with you the country was on the verge of going into
our third national lockdown. This put paid to all our activities for several
months and, as you will read inside, even now we’ve not returned to full
strength in terms of days attending the various sites but we are very much on
the way there. We have used this period to get our behind the scenes activities
a little more in order, so the organisations are able to move forward as and
when they are allowed to, and this includes our online presence too.
As I write this, our Facebook followings for all the projects are at record
numbers and due to reach some significant milestones with almost 1800
‘likes’ for the 4-SUB, 750 ‘likes’ for the 503 and the South Tyneside page has
just passed the 1000 mark. Twitter also continues to grow despite this being
less used than Facebook, perhaps we should start to use other forms of social
media, do any you have any thoughts on this or any experience you can bring
to the projects? If so then please get in touch.
Finally, I must advise you that 4-SUB Association Membership Secretary,
Robert Fielding, has had to step down from his role due to poor health,
he’ll continue to be a member and avid supporter of 4732, but feels he can
no longer carry out a responsible position. I have personally known Robert
for 20 years and spent many enjoyable days with him at Coventry, it has been
good to work with him, more recently in this latest incarnation of the 4-SUB
Association and I would like to express my thanks for all that he has done over
the years and wish him well for a speedy recovery. This does leave the 4-SUB
Association looking for a new Membership Secretary, so if this is something
you feel you could commit to, or would like to know more about what’s
involved, then please get in touch.
Best Wishes

Graeme Gleaves

Cover Montage: [top] 4732 Car One [main] Spondon sporting a new tail light
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Up Close

& Personal
We’d been hoping to
get to Margate to check
up on our units for the
best part of 9 months,
but like everything else
we had planned, the
universe had thrown an
alternative plan at us to
stay indoors.

concern of a restoration

Whilst this afforded us the

September 2021 and a party

opportunity to promote the

comprising of the officers of

project, recruit new and much

the 4-SUB Association;

needed pledges to our 750

Mark Walling, Chris Hurst and

Supply Scheme and generally

Graeme Gleaves, descended

get our house in order, there

upon the Westwood Industrial

remained the need for a

Estate with the agreement

survey of what condition

of our hosts, The One:One

our unit was in from the

Collection, who met us and

perspective of it being a going

showed us the progress that

project (as opposed to a stored
one) which is paramount to
driving the project forward.
So with the end of legal
restrictions in July we made
contact to arrange that long
overdue visit to the site.
The date agreed was 10th

Pictured in September 2021
Car Four at Margate displays
an appropriate headcode
to celebrate its birthday.
Photos: Graeme Gleaves
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has been made with the site as

sat on the end of the 503 road

it aims towards opening as a

with a matter of a only a few

full blown railway museum in

centimetres clearance between

the next couple of years.

it and the 4-SUB cab end

There have been several
deliveries since the open day
held in August 2019; a Deltic,
two vehicles of a Eurostar set,
a GWR Castle 4-6-0, a Class 37
and the stunning LNER
Beavertail observation saloon
are all now resident – but you’ll
have to wait alittle longer to see
it all for yourself as there’s still
much to be done before the site
can open up to the public — but
that was not the main order of
business for our party.
The 4-SUB was found still
stood over on its road with
the 503 and spare EPB trailer
parked on the adjacent road

where the ends of the sidings
converge. As reported in the
previous issue, the intention is
to remove the EPB trailer and
503 to storage elsewhere at
Sellindge as soon as possible
– they have to go before we
can start work on 4732.
   Indeed, the work on 4732
will not be undertaken at
Margate as the dust it would
generate is not conclusive to
a museum environment, but
more of that later.

4732 has been out of service since 1996, that was
the last time it received line voltage and carried
passengers, 25 years, indeed the unit celebrated its
70th birthday since construction earlier this year and
was accepted into traffic with British Railways in July
1951 so it’s fair to say that this unit is not only a bit of
a classic but most certainly is now a fine vintage.
The BR/Southern green livery it

If ever there was a case for

carried when on special duties

undercover storage, the

was applied in September 1982

condition of 4732 is living proof.

and with the exception of one

So what does all of this mean

cab end (which was painted full

to our project, is 4732 even

yellow and half of the same motor

restorable a few commentators

coach which is BR blue in 2012 at

on social media have asked.

Coventry) that 39 year old paint
job is still what it wears, or
rather wears in places as there
is the fact that it lived outdoors
in all weathers for 19 years.

Pictured Car One awaits
some TLC at Margate on
10th September 2021.
Photo: Graeme Gleaves

next to the exterior wall of
the building, the trailer had
been moved from the location
it was delivered in and now
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Well, the answer is very

we wanted to get an unbiased

the non driving side, if you see

OK, lets look at the bodywork

simply – yes! And the reason

look at exactly what would be

a theme here it was this end

— SUB coaches are made of a

for the visit was to get a closer

required to have this vehicle

and this side that was exposed

skeleton of steel struts shaped

look at exactly what we have

brought up to a display

when parked at Coventry and

to the body profile with the

taken on in terms of the

standard.

the windows were broken

skin welded to them, the whole

many years ago by vandals.

lot is painted to give both the

The holes were covered over

livery and to protect the metal

as even though spare panes

from the elements.

project. Car One, the first
vehicle to be restored is
driving motor brake 12796,
it sits at the far end of the
siding nearest the exit ramp
(one of the reasons it was designated as the first project car),

To start with the obvious,
the vehicle is complete, no
components are missing save
for four panes of glass, the
non driving side cab window,
the non driving side cab door
and both brake van doors on

are held in store for all but
the cab front nobody wanted
to use up an item from stores
only to have it smashed again.
So our first shopping list item
is a pane of glass for the non
driving side cab window, this
is the one that opens outwards
to allow the driver to change
the headcode stencil, it is
worth noting that the hinges
that the window frame swings
on are seized solid so there is
another job for the list, add to
that the work needed on the
doors on the side of the cab
which have swollen in their
frames and we now have the
makings of a job sheet that is
only going to get longer as this
article progresses.
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Car One was last painted
39 years ago and that is far
beyond the life expectancy
of any paint job for a railway
vehicle that spends most of
its time outdoors (normally
5-6 years), paint is made
up of multiple layers with
a primer on top of the bare
metal with an undercoat then
applied before the final gloss
top coats, then in some cases
varnish covers that, we don’t
think 4732 was varnished at
Selhurst in 1982. As expected
the paint has long since failed
in its protection role and large
areas of the bare metalwork
are exposed where the rain has
eaten away, the paint has done
its job though as the corrosion

All the cab fittings are there,

on the skin is not deep and

indeed you could imagine the

affects only the visible surface

last driver just closing the

which can be removed by

cab down a few hours earlier,

those with experience of this

that’s how complete and well

work (as was done to Spondon

preserved it all is, sure there

No.1 at Shackerstone) and not

is flaking paint in a few places

leave a skin that is too thin

but this will only be a cosmetic

and compromised; 4732 is not

renovation in here as there is

in danger of this but will need

no water damage or corrosion

all the old paint and exposed

and also the same goes for

corrosion removed to leave a

the brake van which also has

bare metal surface upon which

nothing missing, apart from

to build fresh layers of primer,

those two windows mentioned

undercoat and gloss; and yes

earlier. The job sheet here will

we probably want it varnished

read that the interior needs

too, this is for internal display

rubbing down and repainting

but we still want it to last as

and not much else.

long as possible.
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There are other areas of

there are certainly a few areas

the skin where the lack of

where some replacement

paint isn’t the problem, it is

metal sections will need

the mould that grew on the

welding in, but I have seen

bodyside where it was in the

far worse than this, if only

oxygen rich damp confines

the other coaches in the unit

of the ERM site, this has now

were this well preserved ... so

dried out forming a crust of

our bodywork job list will read

several microns thickness

along the lines of; remove all

and will also need to be

windows, doors and internal

mechanically removed (as

panelling, spot repairs to body

opposed to chemically removed).

skin, take back to bare metal,

The skin of any railway vehicle

prime, paint and varnish; the

has several weak points where

inside surface will need to be

corrosion of the metal happens

painted in a protective coat of

early on, around the windows

bitumastic paint too.

is one such area and as you

   Then we will need to

know SUB units have a lot of

attend to the doors which

windows. There is evidence of

need stripping back to their

some corrosion on a few and

components to have decades

this will need addressing with

of grease, grime, corrosion

bad sections cut out and new

removed, re-greased,

metal welded in and shaped to

reassembled and properly

replace it. The lower bodyside

aligned on their hinges with

where the skin covers the

the striker plates properly set

floor of the coach is another

up. The drop light mechanism

water trap and historically this

and the door furniture; the

area was repaired extensively

wooded parts on the inside

during BR days, visible by

will need cleaning and

the reinforcing strips present

revarnishing where necessary

between the base of the skin

and replacing. Under the

between the doors. Incredibly,

floor we are also pleased to

our car one has received the

see the vehicle is complete

fewest repairs of this nature of

and undamaged, just covered

any suburban EMU car I have

in years and years worth of

ever seen, just two areas, one

brake dust and the residue of

on each side and the remainder

operating as well as a bit of

looks like it hasn’t needed it as

corrosion too. It is here that

it is still in decent condition,

a jet washer and needle gun

whether this is evidence of a

will have to be brought to bear

far more comprehensive repair

before the whole lot is primed

carried out sometime in the

and painted. We haven’t

vehicle’s past we don’t know

looked at the air and electrical

but we shall gratefully accept

systems as this is not part of

it for what it is! Other problem

the first phase of the project.

areas are along the gutter line

Moving inside we also see

and around the door frames,

that this vehicle is complete,

06
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the BR trojan moquette is still

So now you have an idea of

the £5000 it will cost to move

will automatically get them,

there, a few mould patches

exactly how much has to be

the vehicle from and back to

have arisen but generally

Margate and you can see just

just like elsewhere in life there

done to get this one vehicle up

it is OK, the picture frames

to standard, remember there

how many pens and mugs

and mirrors are still on the

are three more after this one

Chris Hurst will have to sell on

bulkheads and those horsehair

that will need the same level

the sales stand to make this

stuffed cushions still have

of work and some will need

happen. Well, that is only part

their shape, earlier in its time

considerably more. It’s no

of the story, there are other

at Coventry they were taken

secret that the open saloon

sources of funding that will

out of the seat frames and

trailer is a complete mess of

build towards our funding

stored on the luggage racks to

a vehicle and thoughts have

target; the 750 Supply Scheme

keep them out of the sunlight,

been given over the years to

has been well received and at

this has preserved them but as

completely replacing it with

the time of writing we have

expected everything will need

the spare EPB trailer but for

£637 coming in every month

a deep clean; you may also like

now we would like to aim to

so a few more monthly pledges

to know that the distinctive

have this car rebuilt in time,

would help get us there.

smell of the interior that

the compartment trailer is

   There is the options for

greeted any passenger when

possibly the best condition

grants too which we will be

they swung open the door to

vehicle of the whole unit with

investigating and also legacies,

board a SUB is still present,

the other driving motor being

both of these are available to

and given that the 503 has no

it will take you back ... We do

notably worse than ‘car one’.

the Heritage Electric Trains

financial support or any form

have the dilemma of how far

As mentioned, the work on the

Trust due to its charitable

of funding at present it has to

we need to go with the internal

are no free lunches. If you have
a fundraising idea, be it sales,
an event or something else
then get in touch with us.
Even better are people willing
to contribute their time to
make these things happen.
Of course during the visit we
had a look at the 503 which is
going to move in the next few
months just as soon as the site
at Sellindge is ready to accept
it, I’m sure you can understand
that HETT has to be focussed
on its outcomes and priorities

vehicles can not be undertaken

status but just because they are

go into longer term store and

restoration at this stage, it

at Margate so the plan has

available does not mean HETT

await its turn.

could be that we decide to strip

to include transport away

and revarnish all the wooden

from the site and return once

seat components as well as

complete, there is a possibility

painting the luggage racks, or

of having use of an outbuilding

simply leave it as is for now

on side for smaller workshop

and return to this area when

tasks and this may be useful

we need to as the interior

if we decide to work on the

won’t be open to visitors for a

interior at a later date.

while yet.

   For now the intention is to

   The windows will need

seek funding to have the heavy

cleaning and the NO SMOKING

engineering on the bodywork

roundels or triangles,

and underframe previously

depending on final livery

described completed under

choice, will need to be sourced

contract at a specialist facility.

and applied. The hardboard

We will draw up a detailed

panels that make up the ceiling

tendering document for the

are largely undamaged inside

process and invite firms who

this car and possibly as few

specialise in this type of work

as one of them will need to be

to bid for the job. The price tag

replaced. The whole ceiling

of this for one vehicle begins at

will need a repaint though.

around £25000 and increases
based upon the intricacy of
the work required, add to that
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Pictured [opposite] The interiors of the sub, particularly the
compartments are in very good condition considering their age.
[above] Framed advertisements of the day. Photos: Graeme Gleaves
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When we left Spondon No. 1 at the tail end of 2020
the project was very advanced with a completion
due for, well — about now! As I am sure you are
aware that timetable had to be revised due to
national restrictions and because of these, nothing
happened at Shackerstone. As Winter turned to
Spring there were the rumours of being allowed out
again. By Easter we were back on site occasionally
and eager to pick up where we had left off ...

Issue 04 | Bright Sparks

We got to work on the auxiliary

This meant a lot of time was

electrical side of the loco;

spent tracing wires, terminals

this is the lights and the

and switching and seeing

instrumentation, much of

what combinations did what,

which was either missing or in

how that compared to what

a poor state due to the mash

knowledge we had of the locos

up of modifications made to

set up and then updating that

the loco over the years, indeed

knowledge as we went.

the only thing that didn’t

   In the cab we found

need to be changed or receive

that one of the ceramic fuse

attention were the internal cab

holders was unusable due to

lights. Part of the problem was

a cracked case and this was

knowing exactly how much

disconnected as only four fuses

of the wiring we had was still

were required for our revised

operational and what was

set up. We left one for each

redundant.

of the cab lights as they were
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run at 110v DC so would not

with ourselves, lamp irons

work with the 220v DC of the

were fitted to each bonnet

other circuitry, this left us with

so the loco could carry a tail

utilising a master fuse to cover

lamp when necessary and

the voltmeter and external

that should have been that,

lighting, the biggest problem

but then Rob Davidson had a

was that all the external

moment of genius. He found

lighting was gone and we

some printed circuit boards

had been on the hunt for new

with red LEDs that worked

headlamps that looked right

at 220 volts and it was found

for the locos original look.

that these would fit inside

After months of searching we

the lamp cases behind the

found two new headlamps

bulbs and so more wiring was

designed for external use that

installed and a switch added

were metal casing with a glass

to the dashboard to enable the

lens behind a ‘noughts and

headlights to be used as both

crosses’ hatched metal cover.

head and tail lights. When all

These were ordered at a fair

was hooked up and tested it

cost to the project, but being

worked fine, after a few re-jigs,

so close to exactly what was

and the external lighting

want needed, the cost was

project was complete. And the

easily justified.

loco had lamp brackets if it

   The new lamps were very

wants to carry a headboard.

slightly smaller in diameter
from the originals but not

Another missing item to be

so much as to look out of place.

replaced was the Klaxon, for

They also had legs on the

those that don’t know this is

base that meant they could

an electrically powered horn,

sit slightly proud of the body

like the type you hear on an

allowing the wiring to be

antique car, it screeches rather

inserted from the conduit

that toots. The unit is the same

at one end, exactly as the

size and style as the one fitted

originals had been, the other

to the loco in its earliest works

end of the loco was different so

photos but this unit is plastic

the legs were cut of the lamp

and was sourced from China.

case and it was flush mounted

It runs at only 12v so a separate

to the front of the bonnet with

feed had to be tapped off of the

the wiring fed in from behind,

batteries in no. 1 end bank but

we even managed to re-use

the plunger switch in the cab

some old conduit under the

that operated the original has

bonnets left over from the

been re-used on the new one.

locos earlier days. The lamps

A new fuse had to be installed

were wired-in to the original

behind the dashboard that can

switch left over from the last

only be accessed by removing

headlamps the loco carried

the entire front cover. A few

(which were old signal lamps)

more tidying up jobs such

and we felt mighty pleased

as fitting a previously loose

10

Pictured [above left] Nicholas busy grinding one of Mazda’s panels
while Graeme [right] is busy painting panels — the result of which
can be seen below Photos: Andy Rowlands

Pictured [below] Spondon’s cab is treated to a rub down
and a repaint in these ‘before and after’ photos.
[opposite] Spondon sporting a new tail light Photos: Graeme Gleaves
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vent cover, a missing internal

for unveiling around Easter

take a while yet before it

door handle and replacing the

2022, some 20 months behind

is completed but work has

lubricating wadding at number

the original pre-pandemic

resumed after over 18 months

one end traction motor were

estimate. Given Spondon’s

of inactivity.

undertaken before moving

small size it is not the best

inside to grind off decades of

loco for more than a couple

old paint from the cab interior,

of people to work on at a time

this took quite a while and

so with extra bodies we have

generated so much dust we

started work on MAZDA at

had to invest in our own Henry

long last. The petrol driven

hoover to get it all cleared up.

donkey compressor was found

When done we were able to

to be seized after delivery to

prime the entire cab interior,

Shackerstone and after getting

except the floor, ready for a

the head off it was discovered

fresh coat of a colour that we

the gasket was badly damaged

have not quite decided upon

and contributing to the seizure

yet, either a light green or a

on the compressor side of the

cream are the front runners at

device. We also discovered

the time of writing.

a ‘good as new’ head for this

There remains a fair few jobs

came with a new head gasket

to do aside from the internal

and so it has been procured to

repaint, including replacing

be fitted probably by the time

three of the windows which

you read this. In addition the

currently have perspex in

hatches that cover the engine

them. When these are done

compartment are being sanded

we will get the bodywork cut

down and primed as a start on

back, filled and blocked ready

the locomotive being repainted

for final topcoat. We hope to

into its original Lincoln Green

have the locomotive ready

in due course, MAZDA will

12

Of course all of this progress
means that we have nothing to
report on the South Tyneside
unit as we have applied a
strict queueing system to the
projects in Leicestershire to
avoid spreading ourselves too
thinly.

type of engine on eBay which

The Contactor  | Volume 02

Pictured [main] Spondon still carrying out shunting duties
without even breaking a sweat. [inset] Mazda looking a little
dishevelled and in need of some attention Photos: Graeme Gleaves
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In Other News | 457
One area that we have yet to recover anything
like pre pandemic operations are our sites in
Kent. Neither the 457 nor the Sellindge site
has seen any real activity since our last issue
of The Contactor was published, although
both have been visited.
In the case of Sellindge the

Over at the East Kent Railway

only work planned for this is

the 457 has remained safe

the major task of installing

and well at Eythorne. As

the siding that will be the new

reported overleaf of the

home for the storage of the

4-SUB Association’s sales

503 unit and the EPB trailer car

stand page, we attended the

currently at Margate.

railway for three days over the

There are other groups active
at this site, one of which
is Southern Locomotives
who have the Bulleid Pacific
‘Brocklebank Line’ on site
which is stripped into parts
mainly. One large part is the

our friends in the Southern

We have been working with

Electric Group who took one

another allied group, The

of their 4-COR driving motor

Network SouthEast Railway

brake cars to Eythorne from

Society, who can produce

Shepherds Well for it to be

exact replicas of the adhesive

repainted and we were happy

vinyl route maps for the

to give them somewhere to

vehicle interior, we have

store their kit and have their

ordered a full set to replace

lunch. The SEG team did a

the sun bleached ones in the

great job on their car and it

interior and in return we have

was in operation as hauled

provided a couple of items

stock during the gala at the
August beer festival.

that have been sitting in our
stores gathering dust and are

August Bank Holiday and the

Brian Thompson has been

now on display at the NSERS

opportunity was taken on the

to visit Eythorne on a few

museum in Shepherds Well,

Saturday of the event to visit

occasions to keep the car tidy

a fair exchange. We have

the vehicle to see if it had any

but the major jobs, including

also been chasing up the

problems but happily there

the full repaint, planned for

missing parts from the vehicle

were none. The vehicle had

67300 are yet to start, but that

as class 317 EMUs started

been used as a mess room for

will change during October.

going for scrap at Eastleigh

loco chassis which needs to be
craned out from the end of the
existing siding to a new area to
be worked on.
Until this happens we can not
move the other stock out of
the way so space can be
created to install the point
(ex-Coventry), this will
be followed by laying the
siding to hold the stock from
Margate, as reported last issue
work was done on starting to
lay the hardcore that will form
the trackbed of the siding but
that is as far as it has got and
we now need to get this pushed
along as the vehicles need to
be moved by next Easter at the
very latest. In the meantime
we have started to consider
if an alternative storage site
would be an option if this work
can’t progress in the required
time scales.
14
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In Other News | 457

and we had a contact there
who was able to get what we
wanted. We have got to try an
arrange collection, which was
impossible during lockdown
but that can now change.
We hope to take delivery of a
replacement for the missing
secondman seat in the cab
and also the driver’s power
controller which is currently
the wrong type on 67300
(somehow it got a 313 one) as
well as a few switches and
labels. These will be fitted over
the Winter.
The next big job is to repaint,
67300 lives outdoors and as
such the paint work has a
finite life as it has to take all
that mother nature can throw
at it. This may have to wait
until next year now as painting
outdoors is very weather
dependant, ironically the
Summer months of 2021 have
been ideal painting weather
but we were not well organised
enough to make use of the
good spells.

Pictured in September 2021
67300 at Eythorne and the
faded paintwork is evident
of the need to repaint the
vehicle. Photos: Steve Jeffery
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In Other News | Railway Book News
Our congratulations go out to our very own Graeme Gleaves on the publication of his third book.
We take this opportunity to highlight his other book titles you might find of interest.

North Eastern Electric Stock 1904-2020
Its Design and Development

ISBN-13: 9781526740342 | ISBN-10: 1526740346 | Published in hardback by Pen & Sword Transport

The north east of England was the

This book tells the story behind the

cradle of Britain’s railways in the 19th

creation of that network, the trains that

Century. It was here George and Robert

served it The narrative goes through

Stephenson who would shape the steam

the success and expansion years and

locomotive. Then in the early 20th Century

ultimately the troubles that led to its

a second transport revolution took place

demise. Our story comes full circle with

around Newcastle when the suburban

the creation of the Tyne & Wear Metro,

lines from the city to the coast were

a ground breaking transport system that,

electrified in response to competition

like the electrified lines nearly 80 years

from the electric trams. What was created

earlier, set a new standard for suburban rail

became the blueprint for modem day

that would be the inspiration for schemes

commuting.

in many other parts of the country.

Electric Railways of Liverpool and Manchester
ISBN-13: 9781445639895 | ISBN-10: 1445639890 | Published in paperback by Amberley Publishing

Popular history will tell the tale of

of the electrification of Britain’s

revolution, that the main line,

how the steam locomotive came

railways, we need look no further

railway story truly began with

to dominate Victorian Britain

than the North West of England.

the opening of the Liverpool and

but when the steam railway died

There are few cities that have

Manchester Railway. But here

out in the 1960s, the electric

their names carved so deeply

another history would be made.

railway was already a success

into the history of Britain’s

Electrification happened here

story and one that would not

railways than both Liverpool and

first before anywhere else in the

only endure but dominate rail

Manchester for it was between

country. This book aims to tell

travel to the present day and

these two, points, in 1830, against

the reader both how and why this

beyond. When we tell the story

the backdrop of the industrial

happened.

Electrifying the Underground The technology that created London’s Tube
ISBN-13: 9781445622033 | ISBN-10: 1445622033 | Published in paperback by Amberley Publishing

It was a public transport revolution. miserable, smoke-filled spaces.

the tunnelling shield pioneered by

London had led the world in the

As one early traveller recorded in

Sir Marc Brunel – that the engineers

development of a subterranean

his journal, ‘I had my first taste of

were able to tunnel far deeper to

railway system. The first sub-

Hades today ... the atmosphere was

create London’s ‘Tube’ system.

surface lines, constructed by the cut a mixture of sulphur, coal dust and

Graeme traces the development of

and cover method, were operated

foul fumes’. The railway companies

the Underground from the early

with steam locomotives. In theory

desperately needed to clean up their

years and through the introduction

the tunnels and stations were

act. It was only with the arrival of

and development of the electrified

ventilated into the outside air, but

exhaust-free electric traction —

system.

in practice they became dingy,

combined with improvements to

All of Graeme’s books can be ordered through the 4-Sub Association. The above title is currently
out of stock. The books are also available from book shops and online retailers.
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4-SUB Assoc’ Sales Stand
2021 started off a similar way as 2020 ended by
being a bit of a write-off due to no events where
running. With online sales still carrying on, in the
end we were able to raise just over £1000 — a
considerable achievement given the fact very few
events actually took place.

with the sale of one of the

Eastern Electric Stock 1904-

Bachmann Class 205 thumpers

2020. I would like to personally

and Bachmann Class 105 that

thank Graeme and John for

had been kindly donated by

providing these books for the

Neil Bennett — and raised the

stand as it made the weekend a

day’s fundraising to over £400

huge success thanks to Graeme

from this one event.

and John’s latest books which

With events still out of the

By late July, events started to

question, the sales stand still

return albeit with restrictions

Our final event at the time

ran on an online capacity

helped us raise just over £130.

and so our first event was

of writing this article was

In summary; after the East

which helped raise an extra

at the Bredgar & Wormshill

the East Kent Railway Beer

Kent Railway, we have already

£250. During this time we

Railway on the 1st August.

Gala weekend over the Bank

exceeded the amount we have

Holiday weekend of August.

raised via the stand last year

This weekend was also the

which is very impressive.

Launch Weekend for John-

But the job is never ending

Scott Morgans Book on the

in sourcing new stock for the

East Kent Railway – the line to

stand. Below is a taster of what

nowhere and Graeme Gleaves’

will be on offer at next few

latest book on the North

events.

were able to get more items to

This was a very busy event

sell which included quite a bit

which saw plenty of people

of OO- and N-gauge items.

coming by to have a look while

We also received a donation

the weather was mixed with

from our very own Graeme

sunshine and heavy down

Gleaves which included

pours of rain. It was our most

Network South East Networker

successful one day event to

mugs and various other items.

date which raised over £180.

In early May, my local

The next event attended was

neighbourhood had a garage

the Spa Valley Diesel Gala from

safari over the bank holiday

7th-9th August. The weather

> 26-27 Sept

Epping Ongar Diesel Gala

weekend which I attended and

was again mixed but overall

raised just over £45.

> 2-3 Oct

Folkestone & Hythe Model Railway Exhibition

the event ended on a high note

> 6-7 Nov

The Gravesend Model Railway Show

4-SUB SALES STAND / EVENTS IN 2021
Chris will be reporting on these recent events he’s attended in the next issue.

4-Sub Association
Sales on Facebook

The 4-SUB Association Sales page on Facebook can be
found here: https://bit.ly/37zaT67 — or scan the QR code
to visit the page on your smartphone/tablet.

Photos: Christopher Hurst
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At a glance, the structure of our organisations

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

Suburban Electric Railway Association

4-SUB Association

The Heritage Electric Trains Trust

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (CIO)

Constituted, unincorporated society

Constituted, unincorporated society

Charitable Incorporated Organisation

ROLLING STOCK OWNED OR
RESPONSIBLE FOR:

ROLLING STOCK OWNED None

City & South London Car Body
and the Liverpool Overhead Railway

WHO RUNS IT:
Management committee, elected

Registered with the Charities
Commission. Registration No. 1183029
ROLLING STOCK OWNED

each year at the Association’s Annual

4-SUB Unit 4732, Class 503 Unit

General Meeting by the membership.

EPB Trailer Second Car

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

WHO RUNS IT:

Mark Walling – Chairman

Team of Charity Trustees,

Graeme Gleaves – Treasurer

appointed upon formation and

(all owned by Electric Train

Vacancy Available – Membership Secretary

by subsequent invitation.

Preservation Limited)

Christopher Hurst – Sales Officer

Class 457 DMSO

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

(owned by 457 shareholders)

Raises funds and promotes awareness

Mark Walling – Trustee

for the restoration project on 4732

Neil Bennett – Trustee

— as its name implies it is a support

Ian Brown CBE – Trustee

— Trailer Car #7 (both owned by SERA)
South Tyneside 2-EPB,
the 2-EPB Unit 6307 and the
Ironclad Bogie Stores Van

Spondon No.1 Battery Loco (on loan)

CURRENT TRUSTEES:

Ruston & Hornsby 165 DE Loco

group for the project that is managed

‘MAZDA’ (owned by consortium)

by the Heritage Electric Trains Trust.

WHO RUNS IT:

SOURCES OF INCOME:

the storage, subsequent restoration

Management committee,

Membership Fees & Sales

and operation of both the SUB

elected each year at the association’s
Annual General Meeting.

The 4SA is not a charity so donations

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
To fund, direct and project manage

and 503 units.

to the project are channelled to

SOURCES OF INCOME:

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

The Heritage Electric Trains Trust

Personal and Corporate donations,

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

to be eligible for Gift Aid.

Legacies, and Grants.

John Missenden – Secretary
Mark Walling – Creative Lead
Nicholas Evans – General Officer
WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
Management of the restoration and
storage of the above items. Provision of
volunteer workforce to support them
and full fundraising.
SOURCES OF INCOME:
Membership Fees, Donations & Sales
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